The World Heritage rainforest and adjacent wilderness
areas are showcased with small highly experienced
interpretive tours. Operating over 20 years in the Daintree and Cape York. We offer tours and Locations that are
exclusive to Odyssey Bound.
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Unique Private Remote Locations

Wonderful Photographic Opportunities

Bookings 0447 980 007
www.odysseybound.com.au.

info@odysseybound.com.au

Pinnacle Wilderness Sanctuary

Odyssey Bound is a Port Douglas based Natural History toursafari specializing in nature based touring to the wonderful Wet
Tropics of the Daintree and beyond in Far North Queensland. With
us you have time for Photos, Quiet moments or simply enjoy the remote Private locations that Odyssey Bound provide like no other.
Join us for an exciting alternative to the usual tours.

Travelling from sea level over the
Great Dividing Range up to 1000 meters or
more. This unique area supports around 40%
of Australia’s bird species and 30% of our
Mammals, a refuge of Flora and Fauna dating
back to the first Flowering Plants on earth.

Award Winning tour operator for over 25 years, we have
collected accolades for our unique special departures, including many
awards for excellence,client choice and pioneering some of the tours
operating today. Odyssey Bound takes you on a journey through time
showcasing plants that have their origins in Gondwana times found in
this wonderful area of North QLD

Specializing in History, Local Culture

and the Environment. Each departure is a
choice of locations suited to the small intimate group of the day offering a high quality visitor experience focusing on the Rainforest clad mountains and beyond. A true
Wilderness tour like no other.

Cycad Valley, Daintree, Gondwana Walk, Mowbray, Mount Lewis.

Private Charters operate year

round and are tailored to your requirements.
Special Interest Groups or Photographic.

7.30 am Depart and return around 1.15 pm
Adults $135 ... children $120 Max 6 Guest’s

